MSU Aerial Work Platform - Fall Protection On-Site Training Form

Instructions: Please print clearly and complete each blank. Once completed, submit this form to ORCBS

Operator______________________ Qualified Trainer*_________________________

Date__________ Type and model of aerial work platform_______________________

Safety Harness
  • Must be used when the aerial lift is designed to withstand the vertical and lateral loads caused by an arrested fall.

Body Belt
  • Can only be used when an aerial lift is not designed to withstand the force of an arrested fall.
  • Must be designed to restrain the employee so they cannot be subject to any fall.

This equipment uses: (circle one)  Safety Harness  Body Belt

____ I have been instructed on how to wear the harness/body belt correctly.

____ The correct sized harness/body belt is available.

____ I have been trained in the pre-use inspection of the harness/body belt.

____ I have been shown the lanyard anchor points on the equipment.

________________________________ ________________________________
Operator Signature  Qualified Trainer Signature

*Qualified Trainers are designated by ORCBS